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Banana Accounting, ideal for the self-employed 

23.11.2006 

Music Media Service tried the new version 5 of Banana Accounting and recommends the software to its 

public, composed of independent professionals and individuals with their own business in the 

entertainment realm like producers, composers, small editing houses, etc.  

Review on the pages of the Austrian ORF teletext 

21.11.2006 

On the pages of the ORF teletext, in the Software News column, there is a review about the new version 5 

of Banana Accounting.  

We read: 

“It was already a pleasure to work with Banana version 4.0; now the programmers have taken the 

suggestions of the users into consideration with 84 new features and 68 improvements.” 

Try it to believe it 

20.10.2006 

Banana Accounting 5.0 has arrived with 84 new features and 64 improvements, always keeping the 

characteristics of previous versions with regard to the way of operating. Maintaining its continuity, 

requested by the users, the program presents important new functions that accelerate and simplify the 

work, import and export data, and improves the security with a patented system for data certification. The 

new version introduces itself with its motto "try it to believe it". Banana can be downloaded free of charge 

from our website and used in full mode for the Cash book and for list/label management, and, with a limit 

of 100 transactions over a period of maximum 2 months for Simple, Double-entry and Multi-currency 

accounting. In order to use Banana Accounting in full mode and without time limit, the user simply buys the 

license key. 

Knowing Banana Accounting in depth 

25.07.2006 

In the Logo study center in Dietikon (www.logoag.ch), the users learn, with success, to manage the 

accounts in a professional way with Banana. Given the numerous requests, new courses will take place in 

August 2006, aimed most of all towards small entrepreneurs who want to know all the functions of Banana 

in depth in order to manage their own activity in a professional and complete way.  

The SVA cashiers learn to manage their accounting with Banana 

27.06.2006 

The Swiss Association for medical assistance (Schweizerischer Verband Medizinischer PraxisAssistentinnen, 

SVA) will offer an accounting course with Banana on July 1st , open to the cashiers of the regional sections. 



On the Swiss level, SVA counts 5'000 associated personnel. These personnel are a part of 13 regional 

sections. After the course, which will be held in Bern, Banana will be used by all the sections for their 

accounting. 

Learn to Use Banana Better 

12.05.2006 

Migros is actually preparing for new courses in accounting near the head office in San Gallo 

(Bahnhofstrasse 2) and Wetzikon. Objective: to teach the users to use the Cash book and the double-entry 

accounting from Banana in the best way. 

The courses are ideal for the people who already have a theoretical accounting knowledge and now want 

to perfect the use of Banana. For more information on the date, time and costs, visit: www.klubschule.ch 

PC Magazine Italia: a highly successful financial accounting program, addressed 

towards small-medium sized businesses and clubs 

26.03.2006 

The highly respected Italian computer magazine, PC Magazine, published a review on Banana Accounting in 

its March issue which underlines how Banana permits small to medium size businesses and clubs to create 

professional financial accounts and balance sheets in a completely independent way: "light but professional 

software that can be used directly from a CD without installation". In conclusion, the article dwells on the 

new partnership between the Banana Accounting product and the Italian Whag from which, at the end of 

2005, MosaicoToBanana was born, a low cost management-accounting set-up destined for the small-size 

business market that integrates the Banana product with Erp Mosaico Sorgenteaperto. 

A Banana in the Management Context 

30.01.2006 

In their most recent issue, the Italian Computer Dealer & Var magazine speaks about Banana since Molinari 

Snc (vendors of garage equipment) uses it for their financial accounting. The article talks about this 

company being a prime example of how small Italian businesses are using the latest technology. As far as 

their daily management is concerned, they use Mosaico Sorgente Aperto from Whag which, however, only 

takes them to a certain point. This product, in fact, doesn’t cover accounting (double-entry, balances and 

cost centers). Having been alerted to the problem by some of their clients, Whag got themselves moving 

and has clinched a partnership deal with Banana.ch, the company that invented Banana Accounting, which 

is exactly what the Milanese software house was looking for. So we are working towards bringing to fruition 

a tool to be called MosaicoToBanana that will allow Banana Accounting to read the Mosaico Sorgente 

Aperto data. The market target: small to medium-sized businesses and professional studios, it’s one and 

the same. 


